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theory that it was the successor to the powers formerly vested in the tsar, both as emperor of Russia and grand duke of Finland, and that this sacred trust must be handed over intact to the Constituent Assembly. Desire for independence was shared by even* political group in Finland, but there were sharp differences as to timing and methods. Finnish social democrats, who held a small majority in the diet that met in the spring, showed little patience with the constitutional and legal technicalities on which the more conservative Finnish parties relied to some extent and which kept Russian and Finnish jurists busy. On July 5 (July 18, N.S.) the diet gave a first reading to a bill which virtually proclaimed the independence of Finland, although the Russian government was to retain the control of foreign affairs and of the army. The Provisional Government vetoed the bill as unconstitutional and with the concurrence of the Finnish Senate (by a 7 to 6 vote) dissolved the diet and ordered new elections. The Finnish social democrats, however, refused to submit. On September 15 (September 28, N.S.), practically on the eve of election day, eighty of the 200 deputies met in what they held to be a lawful session of the diet (the Russians regarded the assembly as illegal and tried unsuccessfully to prevent it) and passed, by giving it the required three readings, the controversial bill of July 5. Nevertheless elections were held, and gave a narrow majority to the non-socialist parties. The new non-socialist government headed by Svinhufud resumed half-hearted negotiations with Petrograd, and the diet was convened on November 1, N.S., less than a week before the overthrow of the Russian Provisional Government. With the advent of the Bolsheviks negotiations came to an end, and the independence of Finland was proclaimed on December 19, N.S.
Other national minorities, unlike Poland and Finland, were not endowed in modern times with national institutions of their own, and their claim to autonomy or independence rested on racial, linguistic, and religious grounds supported by historical arguments drawn from a distant and nebulous past. None of these claims was more persistent and vital to Russia than that of Ukraine. The resurgence of Ukrainian nationalism took the Russians by surprise because Ukraine, in spite of her name,, was seldom thought of as borderland. Its fertile plains were the granary of the empire, and the Donets Valley was a major coal and metallurgical region. The Ukrainian language is easily understood by those who speak Russian and, rightly or

